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Candida bloodstream infections 

affect many patients across the U.S. Their 

mortality rate is approximately 25% to 35% 

according to surveillance data1,2. Candidemia 

is associated with immune suppression, 

hematologic malignancy, the presence of a 

central line, the use of parenteral nutrition, 

and exposure to broad spectrum antibiotics. 

The timing and appropriateness of antifungal 

therapy can improve outcomes. Further, 

patients should undergo investigations to 

identify the source of their infection and 

possible metastatic complications, such as 

endocarditis, endophthalmitis and invasive 

organ disease. The Infectious Disease 

Society of America has created evidence-

based guidelines for the management of 

invasive candidiasis3.   

 

A recent publication in Lancet 

Infectious Diseases highlighted the 

importance of an Infectious Disease (ID) 

physician consult when treating patients with 

Candida bloodstream infection4. In their 

publication, Mejia-Chew and colleagues 

retrospectively analyzed data on 1691 

patients in a single academic center in the 

United States who had Candida bloodstream 

infection based on blood culture results. Less 

than half received an ID consultation, 

however, in those who had ID consultation, 

outcomes were significantly better (90-day 

mortality: 29% in consultation group vs 51% 

in the non-consultation group).  Patients with 

ID consultation had longer duration of 

treatment and were more likely to have 

central lines removed, receive appropriate 

cardiac imaging studies and undergo 

ophthalmologic evaluation. The adjusted 

hazard ratio in the consultation group equated 

to a 19% survival benefit.    

 

This study falls in line with similar 

studies demonstrating the value of infectious 

disease consultation. A 2015 multi-center 

study in Canada by Bai et al. suggested that 

outcomes were improved in Staphylococcus 

aureus bacteremia when ID consultation 

occurred5. What is it that infectious disease 

doctors do differently? The involvement of 

infectious disease physicians improves 

adherence to evidence-based treatments and 

interventions. Essentially, when ID 

consultations occur, patients are more likely 

to receive care that is associated with a 

mortality benefit, such as source control, 

targeted therapies and appropriate duration of 

treatment.        

 

Based on prior observational studies 

evaluating the value of ID consultation on 

Staphylococcus aureus bacteremia, some 

institutions are now automating ID consults 

for this condition.6 The study by Mejia-chew 

and colleagues done at a single center, adds 

to current evidence that candidemia patients 

have improved outcomes when infectious 

disease physicians are on their team.   This 
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study also opens the door to this question: 

should all patients with candidemia receive 

an ID consultation?  Future multi-center 

randomized trials are needed to answer this 

question.  
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